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The integrated solutions for Colanderâ€™s Macroeconomics 9e have been specifically designed to

help todayâ€™s students succeed in the principles of economics course. Colanderâ€™s trademark

colloquial approach focuses on modern economics, institutions, history, and modeling, and is

organized around learning objectives to make it easier for students to understand the material.

McGraw-Hillâ€™s adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help

students master core topics.
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If you are reading this review, you probably don't have a choice in purchasing this book. Is probably

required for a class. This book is okay. It's very clear that the author of the book is a good writer. He

writes clearly and his writing style is easy to understand. However, the commercialization that

McGraw Hill adds in distracts from the book. They put in lot of extras that "tease" you of their online

learning platform that you have to pay for. "You can access the explanation or web lesson for this"

lead you to pay. I guess it's the same with most books. If you just took the author's word and took

out all the other crap that's in the way, you'd end up with a better book, the publisher would end up

with less money though...

I appreciate this book being digital, having my tablet haul around several textbooks and taking up

just a few Mb is just plain worth it. The book itself is easy to read and comprehend, the only issue I



had was the fact that it resembled my microeconomics book too much. Almost like I can reference

each other's book and not have any issues faling behind in my courses.

This book is required by my macroeconomics class but I do not like how it is written. It is too

personally connected to the author with examples of very personal information. "Business love the

result: others aren't so sure, as I discovered some years back when my then-girlfriend told me she

was leaving me. 'Why?' I asked. 'Because,' she responded, 'you're so, so... reasonable'" (Colander,

p. 8-9).Is this an educational book? Sure, it doesn't have to be dry, but does it have to be this

intimate with the author??

Hard class but book came in excellant condition. Used it for my Macro class at local colege. Easy to

digest the info, always helpful with the great index.Macroeconomics (McGraw-Hill Economics)

Normally I dislike economics but this book made my semester of Micro less painful. The sections

are organized and searching through the book for a specific topic wasn't a nightmare. The one thing

I will mention is that the author, David Colander, puts a lot of his opinions in the book. I didn't have a

problem with this because he makes it clear that it's his opinion and not a fact.

The book was is the worst looking book it had a page or two missing, rips on a few pages. The book

has done the job and has allowed me to get my work done but if I bought this book I would've been

super mad at the condition

An excellent text for a student taking their first course in macroeconomics. Colander frames his

learning examples in current and real world scenarios, he makes a very complicated subject

palatable and easy to understand.

It's a textbook. I rented the eBook, i should have rented the hard-copy, easier to use the index.
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